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The creep-rupturebehaviorof nine iron-baseand one cobalt-basecandi-
date Stirling engine alloys was evaluatedat 650° to 925°C in 15 MPa H2 and
air. The test alloys includedsix wrought alloys for tube application(CG-27,
N-155, 19-9DL,12RN72, INCOLOYAlloy 80OH, and A-286) and four cast alloys for
cylindersand regeneratorhousing (SA-FI1,HS-31, CRM-6D,and XF-818). Two
heats of CRM-6D and XF-818 were testedin two differentheat treatedcondi-
tions--CRM-6D(aged vs. braze-cycled)and XF-B18 (as-castvs. braze-cycled),
and SA-F11 and HS-31 with braze-cycletreatmentonly.
Rupture life, minimum creep rate, and time to 1% straindata were ana-
lyzed using the Orowan-Sherby-Dorntemperature-compensatedtechnique,and
3500-h rupture life stress and stress to obtain 1% strainin 3500 h were
estimated. The analysis indicatedthat tube alloys CG-27, N-155, and 19-9DL
meet the design stress level of 28 FIPafor 3500-h rupture life in 15 MPa H^,
and cast alloys HS-31 (braze-cycled),CRM-6D (aged),and SA-F11 (braze-cycled)
_ also adequatelymeet the design stress of 119 MPa for 3500-h rupturelife at
775°C in 15 MPa H2 for MOD 1A Stirlingengine design criteria.
The hydrogenenvironmenthad no significantadverseeffect, comparedto
air, on 3500-h rupture life stressand stress to obtain 1% creep strain in
3500-h or on minimum creep rate, and in a few cases,a positiveeffect was
_- noted. However, ductilitywas adverselyaffected in hydrogenenvironment,
more for the tube alloys than for the cast materials.
INTRODUCTION
The Departmentof Energy and NASA-LewisResearchCenter have a joint
programunder way to develop the Stirlingengine as an alternativeto the
automotiveinternalcombustionengine. Advantagesof the Stirlingengine
includethe potentialfor high fuel efficiency,multiple fuel capability,low
pollution,and low noise. To achieve these operatingcharacteristics,the
Stirlingengine will operate near 820°C and use high-pressurehydrogenas the
working fluid.
The long-termeffectsof high-pressurehydrogenat high temperatureon
the physicaland mechanicalpropertiesof high-temperaturealloys are unknown.
The most criticalcomponentin the engine is the heaterhead which consists of
the cylinders,tubings,and regeneratorhousing. Candidatealloys for these
applicationsmust not only meet all the propertyrequirementsin air as well
as in high-pressurehydrogen,but must also be of low cost to be compatible
with automotiveapplication. With these considerationsin mind, the creep-
rupturepropertiesof the candidatealloys were evaluatedover the temperature
range of 650°-925°Cin air as well as in 15 MPa H^. The air test resultsof
six alloys were publishedearlier in NASA CR-1680_1.I This reportanalyzes




In all, ten differentsuperalloyswere evaluated. Nine of them were iron
base and one was cobalt base, and their nominalcompositionsare given in
Table 1.
Of these ten alloys,HS-31, SA-FI_,CRM-6D,and XF-818 are casting
alloys,and the other six are sheet alloys in the thicknessrange of 0.79 to
0.99 mm (0.031 to 0.039 in.)--comparableto the wall thicknessof the tubes
used in the Stirling engine. Five of the sheet alloys--A-286,INCOLOYAlloy
800H (or 80OH),* N-155, 19-9DL, and CG-27--werepurchasedfrom U.S. commercial
suppliers;12RN72,a Sandvikalloy, is speciallyrolled into sheet form for
United Stirling AB, Sweden (US/AB),the supplierwho providedthe material.
INCOLOYAlloy 800H is a registeredtrademarkof HuntingtonAlloys, Inc.
In the text, tables,and figures,the alloy is either identifiedfully or
as 80OH.
The CRM-6Dand XF-818 investment cast specimens were obtained froh_ two
sources: Climax Molybdenum Co., Research Laboratory, Ann Arbor, Miciligan,
USA, and United Stirling AB, Sweden. The HS-31 and SA-FII investment cast
specimens were obtained from United Stirling AB, Sweden.
Specimen Design and Preparation
The specimendrawingsand dimensionsare shown in Fig. 1. They conform
to ASTM E-8. All specimen surfaceswere finishedto 0.8 um (32 uin.) rms or
better. The CG-27 and 12RN72 sheet specimenswere suppliedby NASA fully
machined with a 9.53 mm (3/8 in.) wide gage section--inCG-27 only, the gage
sectionwas remachinedto the standardwidth of 6.25 mm (i/4 in.).
All investmentcast specimenswere radiographedeither by IITRI or United




The alloyswere given their recommendedheat treatmentsas outlinedin
Table 2. The heat treatedhardnessvalues and averagegrain diametersare
also indicatedin Table 2.
All the wrought alloys have solid solution-strengthenedsingle-phase
austeniticstructureswith fine second phase and inclusionsindicatingthe
rolling direction. N-155, 12RN72,and CG-27 show some twinningin austenite.
Undissolvedmicron size carbidesand nitridesmay be seen in 12RN72. Fine
precipitatesin CG-27 relate to its high Al and Ti contents. Of the six sheet
alloys,CG-27 is significantlystronger than all the rest, and 12RN72 and 800H
are the softestwhile A-286, N-155, and 19-9DL have similarhardnesses.
Selectedmicrostructuresare shown in Fig. 2.
Typical dendriticstructuresof all the cast alloys are shown in Fig. 3.
With the exceptionof braze-cycleheat treated11S-31,the interdendriticarm
spacingsare very similar in the other alloys. In HS-31, the structuralcon-
tinuityat the boundariesis much less in evidenceand only traces of lamellar
structureare noted. The boron contentof XF-818 is reflectedin the distrib-
ution of lamellarM_B^ in the eutecticstructureof the dendritewalls. At
higher magnifications,the structuresclearlyindicatediscrete precipitates
constitutingthe dendritewalls, and some coring effect is noted in CRM-6D.
High-PressureHydrogenMultispecimen
Creep-RuptureTest Equipment
All high-pressurecreep-rupturetests were carriedout in a specially
designed pressurevessel rated at 20.7 MPa at a maximum temperatureof 925°C.
The following features are central to the overall satisfactory performance of
the tests:
• Six specimenstested simultaneouslywithin a single
vessel
• Continuousdirect measurementof creep extensionwithin
the vessel
• Specimen loadingby dead weight with 10:1 lever ratio
• All specimensmounted on a central supportcolumnwhich
may be assembledoutside the vessel
• All temperatureand straindata recordedfor computer
analysis
• Double-wallvessel designwith balancedpressureacross
the inner wall
• Double-studdedpressurevessel to avoid all welding
• Vessel, trunion-mountedfor low headroomoperation
• Vessel mounted on vibrationdampeningframe.
The schematicof the high-pressurevessel assemblyis shown in Fig. 4.
High-PressureHydrogenCreep-RuptureTests
Six specimenswere tested simultaneouslyin the speciallydesigned high-
pressure test equipmentshown in Fig. 4. Specimenswere deadweightloaded to
their initialstress levelsand adjustmentswere made for both internalpres-
sure effect and frictionbetween the Teflon seal and stainlesssteel pullwire;
the overallaccuracyof the initialstresswas better than 1% at stress levels
exceeding100 MPa and between1 and 2% at stressesless than 100 MPa.
Two Chromel-Alumelthermocoupleswere mountedon each specimenjust out-
side the gage length and monitoredcontinuously. Temperatureswere uniform
between the specimensas well as between the two thermocoupleson the same
specimenwith the standarddeviationnot exceeding1.1°C. New thermocouples
were used in each test.
The specimenswere heated by a resistance-woundelements of 4 kW capacity
controlledby a Barber-ColmanModel 560 temperaturecontroller. The two
halves of the furnaceelementscould be controlledseparately,and furnace
element temperatureswere monitoredand controlled.
Capacitance-typetransducerswith a sensitivityof 0.25 pm (10 pin.),
connectedto speciallydesigned concentrictube extensometers,are locatedin
the upper cooler region of the reactor,and creep extensionsignalswere
recordedat any desired intervals. During loading,signalswere recordedat 3
4
second intervalswhich were later increasedto 10 min invervalsduring the
first 2 h and furtherchangedto 4 h intervalsfor long-termtests.
Automatic timers recordedtest duration• A mercurycut-off switchmount-
ed on the loadingarm indicatedrupturewhen the arm droppedfrom the horizon-
tal position.
Hydrogen pressure inside the inner reactorvesselwas balancedagainst
nitrogenpressure outside it using a differentialpressuregage. When the
pressurebetween the inner vessel and the outer chamberexceeded±70 kPa,
automaticdemand-operatedsolenoidvalves fed the desiredgas (eitherH_ to
inside or N2.to outside)to keep the pressurebalancedacross the hot wZll of
the reactorInner vessel.
Before start, the vessel interiorwas flushedwith nitrogen (obtained
from liquid Nz); nitrogenwas pressurizedto 3.5 MPa and cycled to ambient
pressure three times. Researchgrade test hydrogen(<1 ppm 0^) from 41 4 MPa
tanks were introducedto 3.5 MPa pressureand cycled twice to amblentpres-
sure, and then the test hydrogenwas introducedto a pressure somewhatlower
than the final test pressure of 15 MPa. The reactorwas heated until the
desired temperaturelevel was obtainedand stabilized(about4 h), and the H2
r pressurewas adjusted to 15 MPa.
Before each test, specimendimensionswere measured to ±25.4 _m, and the
cross-sectionalareas were calculatedto three significantdigits• Extensom-
eters were attached to the specimenshoulders. The fracturedspecimenswere
fitted,and the extensometerpositionmarks were remeasuredto obtain the
total extension. To calculateelongation(as percent),the divisorwas taken
as the adjusted length of the reduced sections,as defined in ASTM E-139.
Incrementalloadingwas used, and extensionon loadingwas noted. Exten-
someterreadingson full loadingwere taken as the zero base for all subse-
quent creep strainmeasurementsas a functionof time recorded from the
conclusionof full load.
In several tests,one or more specimensdid not rupturebefore the tests
were discontinued. While no definite rupturelife data were obtained in these
tests, other valuable informationon minimum creep rate and time to 1% creep
strain were documentedand used in the analysis.
The internaltransducersgave excellentresultsmost of the time. One or
two transducers,however,malfunctionedin a few tests. To avoid a total loss
of creep strain information,externallymounted dial gages, reading to the
nearest25 _m (0.001 in.), were attached to the horizontalloadingarms and
these data were documented• Later, these dial gages were replacedby LVDTs
for automaticrecording•
Air Creep-RuptureTests
Tests in air conductedby IITRI were reportedin NASA-CR-168071.I Addi-




The complete set of high-pressurehydrogen creep-rupturedata are given
in Table 3. The correspondingair creep-rupturedata for A-286, 80OH,
N-155, 19-9DL,CMR-6D (Climax,aged), and XF-818 (Climax,as-cast)are given
in NASA-CR-168071.I Air creep-rupturedata for wroughtalloys 12RN72 and CG-
27, and cast US/AB alloys HS-31,SA-F11,CRI4-6D,and XF-818 (braze-cycle
treated)were evaluatedby NASA-LeRCand will be publishedseparately.2
The data can be broadlygrouped into two categories,namely,independent
(controlled)and dependent(derived). The independentcategorycovers the
data from columns (2) to (5): environment--15MPa Ho, alloy type--anyone of
the ten alloys, temperature--705° to 870°C, and applied initialstress--50to
275 MPa; column i identifiesthe test number.
The values in columns (6) to (11) are the observeddata, i.e., rupture
life (tr), minimum creep rate (_), time to reach 1% creep strain (tn m),
time to reach tertiarystage (ttemr),and total elongation(€),and f6F-?che
cast alloys, the reductionin area is given in column (11).
Creep Curves
The creep elongationvs. time curves for tests in 15 MPa H^ were computer
plotted at differenttemperaturesand stress levels. Several t_picalcurves
shown in Figs. 5 to 10 illustratethe creep behaviorof castingalloys XF-818,
CRM-6D, HS-31, and SA-F11, and the wroughtalloys,12RN72 and CG-27.
In Fig. 5, seven XF-818 specimencreep curves from both Climax and US/AB
heats/heattreatmentsare shown on one plot with the longesttest discontinued
without ruptureafter 1492 h. Essentially,both the (Climax,as-castand
US/AB, braze-cycled)XF-818 specimensbehaved in a similarmanner exhibiting
the three stages of creep, namely,primary,secondaryor steady state,and
tertiary. These curveswere obtainedfrom data transmittedfrom the transdu-
cers locatedinside the pressurechamber.
From the same Climax heat of XF-818 (as-cast)specimens,five air creep
curves are comparedwith four 15 MPa Hz creep curves in Fig. 6. The essential
equivalencein creep performancein the two environmentsis evident from these
curves. The only significantdifferenceappears to be in the shorter time to
rupture (from the onset of tertiarystage) in 15 MPa H^, and the consequent
.Z
lower elongationductility. For the two longer duratlontests, only the first
500 h portionsof the curves are shown.
The SA-F11 (US/AB braze-cycled)results for 760° and 815°C tests in 15
MPa H2 (Fig.7) indicate the essentialsimilaritywith the 15 MPa H2 XF-818
(Climax,as-cast) results (Fig. 6) except that the total elongationswere
lower than those of XF-818. The almost identicalbehaviorof Fig. 7 creep
6
curves at 257 MPa/760°Cand 160 MPa/815°Cis to be noted--the815°C specimen,
however,exhibited higherductilityand elongationin the tertiarystage.
Figure 8 shows the creep behaviorof four CG-27 specimenstested in 15
MPa H2 at 8150C. In two tests, the internaltransducerhad malfunctionedand
the dlal gage data (at 24 h intervals)were plotted. The somewhatuneven
nature of the curve reflects the dial gage divisionmarks of 25.4 um (1 x 10-3
in.). The longest test shown in Fig. 8 (140 MPa/819 h) indicatesan initial
low creep rate, which increasedafter about 50 h and then decreasedto a
steady state creep conditionfor about 300 h beforeentering the tertiary
stage; this behaviormay be due to transducermalfunctionat the initial
period.
Wrought alloys 12RN72 and CG-27 creep strainsplottedin Fig. 9 show that
12RN72 has a relativelyshorter secondarystage,a longer tertiarystage,and
higher ductilitywhen comparedwith CG-27. The uneven nature of one curve
reflectsreadings from dial gages.
The creep behavior of four cast alloys from one single test is plottedin
Fig. 10. The smoothnessof the curves indicatesthat when specimensbroke
successivelyat differenttime periods,no permanentdisturbingeffect was
r noted on the creep-elongationbehaviorof the remainingspecimens. This
reflects the specialdesign featureof the massiveA-286 centralcolumn around
which the six specimensare groupedin their isolatedcells. The adequacy of
this unique design featurepoints to the developmentof higil-pressuretest
apparatuseswhich can simultaneouslytest 12, 24, or an even larger number of
specimensunder a single high-temperaturehigh-pressureenvironment.
Temperature-CompensatedAnalyses of RuptureLife,
Minimum Creep Rate, and Time to 1% Creep Strain
The Orowan-Sherby-Dorn(O-S-D)method was selectedby NASA-Lewisas the
method of analysis combiningstress and temperature.3-8 The O-S-D relation-
ship is given by:
In Y = In k + n In o + Q/RT (I)
where
Y = tr, to.01, or _m
Q = the apparentactivationenergy,J/mol
= the initialstress,MPa
- T = the test temperature,K
R = the universalgas constant,8.314 J/K mol
n = stress exponent
k = a constant.
A linear regressionanalysis of Eq. 1 determinesthe apparentactivation
energy,Q, and the slope of the fitted line, n, which is the stress exponent
based on the power-lawcreep relationship. Equation 1 can be rearrangedin
the followingmanner:
(In Y - Q/RT) = In k + n In _ (2)
The rupture life, time to reach 1% creep strain,and minimum creep rate
data for the differentalloys tested in 15 MPa H_ and given in Table 3 were
analyzed using the O-S-D relationshipaccording_o Eq. 2. The resultsof this
analysis are compared,where available,with the resultsof a similaranalysis
for tests in air reported in NASA CR-168071.I Finally,based on this anal-
ysis, stresses for 3500-h rupturelives in air and 15 MPa H2 were estimated
and comparedwith the design criteriastressesfor the automotiveStirling
engine.
The comparativeanalysis of air and 15 MPa H2 creep-rupturedata of the
four castingand six wrought alloys are groupedin the followingmanner:
• Cast alloys CRM-6D (aged)and XF-818 (as-cast): Climax
MolybdenumCo., Michigan
• Cast alloys HS-31, SA-F11,CRM-6D, and XF-818 (braze-
cycled): United StirlingAB, Sweden
• Wrought alloys A-286, 80OH, N-155, 19-9DL,12RN72,and
CG-27.
Climax Cast Alloys CRM-6D (Aged)and XF-818 (As-cast)
Tested in Air and 15 MPa H2
The regressionanalysis resultsfor rupturelife (tr), time to reach 1%
creep strain (to.01),and the minimumcreep rate (_) are given in Table 4.
Table 4 includesboth airI and 15 MPa H2 data analy_'is.Based on the regres-
sion analysis parameters,temperature-compensatedrupture life, mlnlmum creep
rate, and time to 1% creep strain valueswere plottedagainst stress in air
and 15 MPa H^ tests. The 15 MPa H2 figuresare comparedwith air data where
available; t_e air curvesand analyseswere given in reference1.
The temperature-compensatedrupturelife data of Climax heats of CRr4-6D
(aged)and XF-818 (as-cast)in 15 MPa H_ and air environmentsare graphically
compared in Fig. 11. Similarly,Fig. 12 comparesthe minimum creep rate
behavior in two environmentsfor Climax CRM-6D (aged)and XF-818 (as-cast).
The stress exponentand activationenergiesof these alloys for rupturelife




Alloy Environment (n) kJ/tool
CRM-6D (aged) Air -9.12 461
15 MPa Hz -13.3 720
XF-818 (as-cast) Air -7.52 505
15 IdPaH2 -7.93 436
Minimum Creep Rate (amJ_):
Stress ApparentActivation
Exponent Energy (Q),
Alloy Environment (n) kJ/mol
CRM-6D (aged) Air 11.8 -551
15 MPa H2 11.8 -574
XF-818 (as-cast) Air 7.47 -545
15 FIPaH2 7.55 -450
RuptureLife Analysis
For the Climax alloy CRM-6D (aged),testingin 15 MPa H2 results in the
rupturelife stress exponent (n) being more negativethan that tested in
air. Increasesin the apparentactivationenergy in H2 over the air environ-
ment also were noted. These two trendsoppose each other. The larger sensi-
tivity to small changes in stress in H_ as revealedin the large negative
exponent (n) makes CRM-6D (Climax,age_) more susceptibleto rupturedue to
smaller stress fluctuations. On the other hand, a significantlylarge appar-
ent activationenergy (Q) makes the alloy less susceptibleto deterioration
due to sudden large changesin temperature. The opposingtrend effectsof n
and Q on rupture life in CRM-6D (Climax,aged) tend to compensateeach other,
and the overalleffect on 3500-h rupturelife stress in H_ may not be signifi-
cantly differentfrom that in air, as discussedin a late_ section. The
combined effect of n and Q on tr is furtherstronglyinfluencedby the con-
stant term, In k, which itself is observed to be stronglyaffected by H2.
In Climax XF-818 (as-cast)alloys, the rupturelife stress exponent (n)
is slightlymore negativein H2 than that in air, and the Q is also about 15%
less. The very similar n values indicatethat the alloy does not becomemore
stress-sensitivein H than in air, while the slightlydifferentQ will not
make it more sensitive2 to temperaturefluctuations.
In Fig. 11, rupture life is combined (compensated)with the quotient
(Q/T) obtained from test temperature(T) and the apparentactivationenergy
(Q). The slopes (n) indicatethe differencesin the stressexponentswhile




While H^ environmenteffect has some influenceon rupture lives of both
Climax CRM-6[_(aged)and XF-818 (as-cast)when comparedto air environment,
the effect of H2 on minimum creep rate appears to be negligible. The stress
exponent (n) remained unaffectedby environment,and Q was only affectedin
XF-818 (Climax,as-cast). A less negativeQ in H2, by itself,will tend to
increasethe minimum creep rate in H2 over air, and the more positiven for H2
environmentwill also have a positiveeffect;however, the differencesin Q
and n are small,and the total effect in increasing_ is likely to be
small. The parallel lines in Fig. 12 indicatethat t_e stress exponentsare




United Stirling AB, Cast Alloys CRM-6D, XF-818,HS-31, and SA-Fll
(A11Braze-Cycled)Tested in 15 MPa Hz
The temperature-compensatedanalysisdata of the four cast alloys in the
braze-cycleheat treatedcondition,tested in the 15 MPa H2 environmentare
summarizedin Table 5. Based on this analysis,temperature-compensatedrup-
ture life and minimum creep rate parametersvs. stress in 15 MPa H2 were
plottedin Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The stressexponentand activation
energies for rupturelife and minimumcreep rate are summarizedbelow:


















The similarityand differencein n and Q betweenthe four cast alloys
(US/AB,braze cycled) testedin 15 MPa H2 are reflectedin the line slopes and
the degree of shift between the lines as shown in Fig. 13. The n values range
from -6.85 to -10.2, with CRM-6D and SA-F11 having very similarvaluesof
about-7. XF-818 with -8.43 and HS-31 with -10.2 (n) values indicatea more
sensitiverupture life dependencyon stress.
The CRM-6D and XF-818 (US/AB,braze-cycled)alloys belong to different
heats than CRH-6D (Climax,aged) and XF-818 (Climax,as-cast). Their n and Q




CRH-6D (Climax,aged) -13.3 720
CRM-6D (US/AB,braze-cycled) -6.94 273
XF-818 (Climax,as-cast) -7.93 436
XF-818 (US/AB,braze-cycled) -8.43 591
The large differencebetweenthe n and Q values in CRH-6D from the two
suppliersmay also be due to the two differentcastingproceduresfollowedin
this very high C-Mn alloy--namely,Climax castingswere made by feedingthe
molten alloy from the side while the US/AB alloys were fed from one end. In
XF-818, the values do not indicate the sensitivityshown by CRH-6D due to
differentcast/heattreatment/castingproceduresbetweenClimax and US/AB
castings.
Minimum Creep Rate Analysis
The slopes of lines and the shift in the lines betweenthe four cast
alloys shown in Fig. 14 indicatethe relativebehaviorof these four braze-
cycled US/AB cast alloys. The n values range from 6.58 to 12.6 with SA-Fll
and CRM-6L)having very similarvalues near 7. XF-818with 9.74 and HS-31 with
12.6 (n) values indicatea more sensitiveminimum creep rate dependencyon
stress. Thus, rupturelife vs. stress and minimumcreep rate vs. stress
dependenciesin these four alloys show a significantparallelism.
The CRH-6D and XF-818 9 (US/AB,braze-cycled)alloys belong to different
cast/heattreatment/castingproceduresthan CRM-6D (Climax,aged) and XF-818





CRM-6D (Climax,aged) 11.8 -574
CRM-6D (US/AB,braze-cycled) 6.76 -239
XF-818 (Climax,as-cast) 7.55 -450
XF-818 (US/AB,braze-cycled) 9.74 -708
There are significantdifferencesin both n and Q values betweenthe
differentheats and heat treatmentsof alloys of the same nominalcomposition
when tested in 15 MPa Hp with the possibilitythat the differentcastingpro-
cedureshad also contriSutedto these differences,particularlyin tilehigh Mn
alloy, CRM-6D.
WroughtAlloys N-155, 19-9DL,80OH, and A-286 Tested in Air and 15 MPa H2,
and CG-27 and 12RN72Tested in 15 MPa H2
The temperature-compensatedata analysisfor rupturelife and minimum
creep rate of the six wrought alloys in 15 MPa H_ is summarizedin Table 6;
the air data analysis for A-286, 80OH, N-155, an_ 19-9DLwas publishedear-
lier.I In Figs. 15 and 16, respectively,the temperature-compensatedrupture
life and minimum creep rate in 15 MPa H2 are comparedfor the six alloys.
Rupture Life Analysis
The stress slope (n) in 15 MPa H2 (Table6) varies from-4.67 to-7.92
and the apparentactivationenergy from 359 to 530 kJ/mol. 80OH, N-155, and
19-9DL with n very near to minus 8 (-8) have the largeststress sensitivity,
and CG-27 and A-286 with n about -4.5 to -5, the smallest.
In alloys A-286, 80OH, N-155, and 19-9DL, the n values for tests in air
(Table6) were in all cases slightlyless negative,i.e., the sensitivityto
stress is slightlyless in air than in 15 MPa H2.
Minimum Creep Rate Analysis
Except for A-286 and CG-27, the stress slope (n) for the other four
wrought alloys in 15 MPa H2 (Table6) ranged from 7.63 to 9.83. The A-286 and
CG-27 values are 4.09 and 3.31, respectively,indicatingtheir lesser sensi-
tivity to stress. The four alloys (A-286,80OH, N-155, and 19-9DL) had the n
values uniformlysmaller in air (Table6), indicatinga lesser dependenceon
stress comparedto 15 MPa H2 environment.
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Analysis of Time to 1_ Creep Strain Data
Tables 4, 5, and 6 summarizethe temperature-compensatedanalysisdata
for time to 1% creep strain. Based on these data, regressionlines were
fittedas shown in Figs. 17, 18, and 19 for the followingalloys:
Fig. 17 - Two Climax cast alloys,CRM-6D (aged)and XF-
818 (as-cast)
Fig. 18 - Four United StirlingAB cast alloys,HS-31,
SA-F11,CRM-6D,and XF-818;all braze-cycled.
Fig. 19 - Six wroughtalloys,A-286, 80OH, N-155, 19-9DL,
12RN72,and CG-27.
These plots show significantscatteraround the fitted lines indicating
low regressioncoefficients(resultingfrom a small data set) as well as due
to the derived nature of the data from the observedelongationvs. time
curves. The n and Q values,however,have similarranges comparableto those
observed for rupture life. Only in the case of US/AB HS-31 was a large





Rupture life (tr) -10.2 551
Time to 1% creep -4.54 256
strain (to.01)
In other words, in HS-31 (brazecycled),to.01 is significantlyless
sensitiveto stress changesthan tr.
Analysis of Stress Exponent in) and Apparent
ActivationEnergy (Q) in the Ten DifferentAlloys
All the n and Q valuesare summarizedin Table 7. For rupturelife and
minimum creep rate, the alloys with differentn values are arranged in




Rupture Life MinimumCreep Rate
Air 15 MPa H2 Air 15 MPa H2
A-286 CG-27 A-286 CG-27
N-155 A-286 19-9DL A-286
19-9DL 12RN72 N-155 SA-F11a
800H SA-F11a XF-818b CRH-6Da
XF-818b CRM-6Da 800H XF-818b











The above tabulationindicatesthat for rupturelife the stress-life
exponents (n) of the cast alloys generallymake them relativelymore sensitive
to stress fluctuationsthan the wrought alloys, in both air and high pressure
hydrogenenvironments. For minimum creep rate, no such trend is noted.
Under O-S-D analysis of the form
In Y = In k + n In _ + Q/RT (I)
for Y = rupture life, n is negativeand Q is positive;and for Y = minimum
creep rate, n is positiveand Q is negative.
Thus, with constant In k and Q, for rupturelife (tr), when nair > nil2
(forexample, nair = -7 and nH =-8), then2
(tr)air > (tr)H2
at the same stress (_) level, and rupture life will also vary more
significantlyin H2 environmentwith smaller stresschanges. For example,
when stress increases,say, by 5%, with other Eq. 1 quantitiesremaining
constant,rupture lives in air (n = -7) and hydrogen(n = -8) are decreasedby
the followingfactors:
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Air: (1.05} -? = 0.71
15 MPa H2: (1.05) -8 = 0.68
and it is readily seen that stress sensitivity on rupture life is higher under
H2 (n = -8) than under air (n = -7) environment.
In minimum creep rate, n is positive, and when nair > nH2--for example,
nair = 8, and nil2 = 7--then
(am)ai r > (am)H2
at the same stress (o) level, and in air the minimum creep rate will vary more
significantly with smaller stress changes. For example, when stress
increases, say, by 5%, with other Eq. 1 quantities remaining constant, the
minimum creep rates in air (n = 8) and hydrogen (n = 7) are increased by the
following factors:
Air: (1.05) 8 = 1.48
15 MPa H2: (1.05) ? = 1.41
The form of Eq. i, with the temperature parameter (T) expressed as a
ratio to the apparent activation energy (Q), indicates that as Q becomes more
positive, Q/T will increase and affect both t r and _ positively. For exam-m .
ple, in rupture life where Q has a negative value, wlth other quantltles
remaining constant in Eq. 1, if Qair > (for example, Qair = 600 kJ/mol and
QH = 500 kJ/mol), (tr)ai r > (tr)H2. QH22
If T is decreased by 10%, say, from 1lOOK (827°C) to 990K (717°C) in both
air and H2 environment, Q/RT will change to Q/O.9 RT, i.e., an increase of 11%
from the energy term, and a larger more positive Q for rupture life in air
will mean a more significant increase in rupture life. And, of course, the
reverse will be true if (Q)air < (Q)H m2
In the case of the minimum creep rate, Q is negative, and with (Q)air >
(Q)H2--for example, Qair = -500 kJ/mol and (Q)H2 -600 kJ/mol--then
(am)ai r > (am)H2
with other quantitiesin Eq. i remainingunchanged. Also, followingthe
analysis of Q for .tr, a more positiveQ will thus have less effect in
decreasingthe minlmum creep rate.
The above analysis presupposesthat only either n or Q is varyingwith
the other quantitiesin Eq. 1 remainingconstant. However, both n and Q vary,
and the environmentalso appears to significantlyaffect the fittingconstant,
k, and the total effect shows up as the overall change in tr and _ in the two
environments. In the next section,the combinedeffect of these c_angesis
reflectedin the estimationof 3500 h rupture life stressand stress to reach
1% creep strainin 3500 h for each alloy.
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Predicted Stresses for Rupture and 1% Creep in 3500 Hours
Based on the temperature-compensatedanalyticaldata given in Tables 4,
5, and 6, mean stressesfor 3500-h rupturelives in air and and 15 MPa H2 were
estimatedand are summarizedin Table 8. Similarestimatesof mean stresses
to obtain 1% creep strain in 3500 h in air and 15 MPa H2 were made and are
given in Table 9. By statisticalmethodology,the 90% confidencelimits on
these estimatedstresseswere calculatedand are summarizedin Tables 8 and 9
along with the mean stresses.
3500-Hour Rupture Stress
The wroughtand cast alloys are ranked below in terms of decreasing
stressesfor 3500-h rupture life both in air and 15 MPa H2:
Wrought alloys Cast Alloys
(Temp.= 870°C) (Temp.= 775°C)
Air 15 MPa H2_ Air 15 MPa H2
N-155 CG-27 CRM-6Da HS-31b
19-9DL N-155 XF-818a CRM-6Da





aclimax cast alloys, CRM-6D (aged)and XF-818
(as-cast).
bunitedStirling AB cast alloys,braze cycle heat
treated.
CDesign stress levels of 28 MPa at 8700C and 119 MPa
at 775°C for wrought and cast alloys,respectively.
The MOD 1A design criteriastress for 3500-h rupture life for wrought
tube material is 28 MPa at 870°C, and although in air the A-286 alloy did not
meet the requirements,in 15 MPa H2 all the alloys appear to meet the crite-
ria. In 15 MPa H^, out of the differentcast alloys, only CRM-6D (US/AB,
braze-cycled)fai_ed to meet the 119 MPa at 775°C criteria.
If one considersthe lower value of the 90% confidencelimits,then for
the tube alloys in 15 MPa H2 both 800H and A-286 will fail to meet the 28 MPa
(870°C)design stress requirements,and 12RN72 barelyexceeds it at 30.7
MPa. Similarly, for the cast alloys, both CRM-6D (US/AB,braze-cycled)and
XF-818 (Climax,as-cast) will fail to meet the level of 119 MPa (775°C)while
XF-818 (US/AB,braze-cycled)barely exceedsit at 122 MPa.
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Several graphicalpresentationsof 3500-h rupture stress levelsof the
differentalloys over the temperaturerange of 775° to 870°C (with estimated
graphicalextensionsto 705°C and 9250C) for both air and 15 MPa H2 environ-
ments are given in Figs. 20 to 24. These figuresnot only illustratethe
relative strength levelsat the differenttemperatures,but their extrapo-
lations indicate(on the assumptionthat the creep mode does not change)what
the effect of small but expected temperaturefluctuations(due to differentQ
values)will be on their strengthlevels.
H 2 vs. Air Effect on 3500-h RuptureStress
As indicatedearlier, Fig. 20 shows that A-286 performanceimprovesin 15
MPa H2 to exceed the 28 MPa design stress level though,the 90% confidence
range being large, its lower 90% limit does not meet tilespecification. 80OH,
12RN72,and 19-9DL mean stress levels in 15 MPa H^ meet the requirements
barely. Only N-155 and CG-27 are significantlystrongerto fully meet the
design stress level. N-155 performanceappears to improvein 15 MPa H2 while800H decreasesmarginally.
Among the cast alloys, Fig. 21 shows that CRN-6D (Climax,aged) and HS-31
and SA-Fll (US/AB,braze-cycled)are adequate to meet the 119 MPa (175°C)
r design criteria,and CRM-6D (US/AB,braze-cycled)is inadequate. CRM-6D
(Climax,aged) indicatesa performanceimprovementin 15 MPa H^ over air. In
both the XF-818 heats, the mean stress values barely satisfyt_e design stress
criteria,and in XF-818 (Climax,as-cast),15 MPa Hz environmenttends to
decrease rupturestress level and exhibitsa larger scatterthan that noted in
air environment.
OperatingTemperatureFluctuationEffect
on 3500-h Rupture Stress in 15 MPa H2___-
If these predictedmean stressesin the range of 775° and 870°C for tube
alloys tested in 15 MPa H_ are extrapolatedto a higher temperatureof, say
925°C, then except for N-155 and CG-27, none of the other alloys will meet the
28 MPa criteria level,as shown in Fig. 22. Figure 23 shows that with four
US/AB cast alloys, the mean stress levelswhen extrapolatedto a higher tem-
perature indicatethat at about 825°C (104/T= 9.1), alloy SA-F11 (US/AB,
braze-cycled)barely meets the 119 MPa design stress requirementin 15 MPa H2,
and its lower 90% confidencevalue is below the specification. Similarly,
Fig. 24 shows that Climax cast alloy XF-818 (as-cast)fail to meet the 119 MPa
stress criterionwhen a temperatureexcursionto 8250C takes place; CRM-6D
(Climax,aged), however,remains strong in 15 MPa H2.
Stress to 1% Creep Strain in 3500 Hours
The predictedstressesfor reaching1% creep strain in 3500 h were ana-
lyzed in a manner similar to that for stress to 3500 h ruptureand the alloys
are ranked below in order of decreasingstress levels.
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WroughtA1loys Cast Alloys
(Temp.= 870°C) (Temp.= 775°C)
Air 15 MPaH2 Air 15 MPa H2
N-155 CG-27 CRM-6Da CRM-6Da





aclimax, CRM-6D (aged),XF-818 (as-cast).
bunitedStirling,AB, braze-cycled.
The above analysis indicatesthat CG-27 and N-155 are the strongesttube
alloys in 15 MPa H2, and the mean stress to reach 1% creep strain in 3500 h
follows the rankingfor 3500-h rupture life stress. Within the cast alloys,
CRM-6D (Climax,aged), SA-Fll (US/AB,braze-cycled),and XF-818 (Climax,as-
cast) are the strongestin terms of stress to 1% creep strain in 3500 h and
rank differentlyin 3500-h rupture life stress,where HS-31 (US/AB,braze
cycled)was the strongest.
Effect of Environment on Rupture Elongation
The complete ruptureelongationdata of the ten alloys in both air and 15
MPa H2 are summarizedin Table 10. As expected,the total elongationon
rupturewas stronglydependenton temperatureand stress in both the environ-
ments. Elongation increasedwith increasingstress and temperaturebut tended
to decreaseat the highest temperatures. Total elongationon rupturein 15
MPa H2 environmentin tube and cast alloys is summarizedbelow.
MaximumTotal Elon_ation on Rupture
in 15 MPaH_, %
Tube Alloys Cast Alloys
(815°C) (760°C)
N-155 - 35.3 HS-31a - 28.1
12RN72 - 24.7 CRM-6Da - 21.1
800H - 21.4 XF-818a - 14.7
A-286 - 8.1 XF-818b - 10.7
19-9DL - 11.7 CRM-6Db - 7.4




Only a few tube alloys were tested at 815°C and 8700C in both air and 15
MPa H^ and these elongation(%) data show some seriousdeterioratingeffect of"-- L




Rupture (815°C),% Change from
Alloy Air 15 MPa H2 Air_ %
N-155 58.3 35.3 -39
19-9DL 44.8 9.4 -79
800H 59.6 21.4 -64
A-286 44.6 8.1 -82
In the case of Climax cast alloys at 760°C, this deteriorating effect of
Hz on elongation was not as greatly pronounced as in the tube alloys.
Max Total
Elongation on
Rupture (760°C), % Change from
Alloy Air 15 MPaH2 Air_ %
CRM-6D(aged) 8.7 7.4 -15
XF-818 (as-cast) 13.6 10.4 -16
When the creep-ruptureelongationair test data on tube alloy 12RN72 and
CG-27 and US/AB braze-cycledXF-818,CRM-6D,HS-31, and SA-F11 become avail-
able,2 it will be possibleto comparethe selectiveeffect of hydrogenon the
r ductilityof these alloys.
Without extensivemicrostructuralanalysis using transmissionelectron
microscopy,the reason for loss of ductilitydue to high pressureH_ will be
z
speculative. The hydrogenenvironmentdiffusionthroughthe structuremight
activateand promotecavity nucleationat grain boundariesand may also act in





Typical fracturedspecimenstested in 15 MPa H^ are shown in Figs 25 to
27. Figure 25 shows 19-9DLand XF-818 (Cllmax,as-cast) speclmenstested in
the temperaturerange of 705° to 815°C. The largestelongationsfor 19-9DL
and XF-818 (Climax,as-cast) specimenswere 28.5% and 10.4%, respectively.
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In Fig. 26, all six alloy specimensfrom two differenttests are compared
with elongationsindicatingthe higher ductilityof the wroughtalloys.
Multiple fractureinitiationoccasionallyresultedin fracturepieces almost
detaching,as shown for A-286 and 19-9DL.
Fracturedspecimensfrom two tests are shown in Fig. 27. In both tests,
12RN72 appears to have fractured,with pieces almost detachingfrom the speci-
men. The low ductilityof CG-27 and SA-F11 is evident in these figures.
Several fracturesurfaceswere evaluatedby SEM, and a few of the speci-
mens were polished throughthe midsectionparallelto their longitudinal
directionto observe the nature of grain-boundarymovementand crack distri-
bution in the specimen interior.
Fractographs
Fractureanalysiswas done on a selectednumber of specimensof various
alloys tested in 15 MPa H2. Analyses of air test specimenswere published
earlier.I
WroughtA11oys
In A-286, the fracturemode was essentiallyintergranular(Fig. 28a),
while in some areas a transgranulardimple rupturemode was observed (Fig.
28b); in Fig. 28c, the intergranularfractureshowed second-phaseparticles
which need additionalstudies for identification.
Figure 29a shows a typicaldimple rupture in alloy 800H which is very
similarto those shown in Figs. 29b and c, respectively,for N-155 and 19-9DL.
Multiple crack sites near specimenedges, more numerousnear the final frac-
ture, are typical in all these highly ductilewrought alloys.
12RN72 fracturesurfaces (760° and 815°C) are shown in Fig. 30. Earlier,
in Fig. 27, multiple crackingin 12RN72 leadingalmost to separationof pieces
indicatedlow strengthand significantductilityat these temperatures.How-
ever, in differentareas on the same fracturesurfaceone observedvery duc-
tile dimple rupturewith adjoiningareas showingintergranulardecohesive
rupturewith particlesdecoratingthe grain surfaces,as seen earlier for
A-286 (Fig. 28c). For example,Figs. 30a and b show low-magnificationfracto-
graphs showingdimple ruptureand decohesivemode; whereasat highermagnifi-
cations,Figs. 30c and d clearly reveal the detailsof dimplesand intergranu-
lar modes. In contrast to 12RN72,CG-27,which had the lowestductilityamong
the wrought alloys, showed quasi-cleavagetype fracture (Fig. 31a) that
revealedonly very few dimplesat higher magnifications(Fig. 31b).
Cast Alloys
In 15 MPa H^, differencein fractureappearancebetweenCRM-6D (aged)and
CRM-6D (braze-cyCled)is not significant,as shown in Fig. 32. Figures32a,
b, and c comparethe fractographsat differenttemperatures,and Figs. 32d, e,
and f compare these structuresat highermagnifications;the similarityis
evident.The fracture surfacesare jagged,and the region marked A in Fig. 32a
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is crescent-shaped and very rough. Region B covers more than 60% of the area
and shows interdendritic pullout, and region C is narrow and rough. Similar
features are discerned in varying degrees on Figs. 32b and c. At higher mag-
- nifications,a mixture of interdendriticand transdendriticfractureof simi-
lar nature is noted on Figs. 32d, e, and f.
The braze-cycledvs. as-castXF-818 fractographsare shown in Fig. 33.
Figures 33a and b comparemacrofractographs,and Figs. 33c and d present the
same fracturesat higher magnification. Area A in Fig. 33a is smooth and
shiny with a significantshear angle followinga dendriticcolony. Area B,
covering40% of the area, appeared less shiny and rougherwhile area C,
considerablymore rugged,appeared to be the overloadarea for rupture;
similarfeatureswere noted on Fig. 33b. At higher magnification,some fine
dimpleswere noted on both fracturesurfaces,as shown in Figs. 33c and d.
The significantductilityshown by HS-31 (braze-cycled)specimensis
clearlyevident in Fig. 34. Figures 34a and b show tllatthe fracturepath had
followeda dendriticpatternover certainregions. Very fine dimplesare
presenton the entire fracture surface,and dendriticspinesare clearlyout-
lined in Figs. 34c and d.
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The low ductilityof SA-F11 (braze-cycled)is evident in Figs. 35a and b
where the fracturepaths are seen to follow the dendriticpatternof the cast
structure. At highermagnifications,a dimple networkmay be seen on several
areas includingdendrite spinesand arms.
Cross-SectionExaminati on
One-half of severalfracturedspecimenswere metallurgicallypolishedin
their longitudinalcross-sectionapproximatelyhalfwaythroughthe thickness.
All the specimenswere electrolyticallyetchedwith 10% oxalic acid to reveal
various constituentsand their microstructures.
Figures36a to d show typicalcreep cavitiesdue to grain boundarymove-
ment in A-286, 80OH, N-155, and 19-9DL, respectively. Determiningwhether
hydrogen had assisted in the growth of these cavitiesat the initialstages
will require detailedTEM examinationof thin sectionsnear the cracks.
Although A-286 and 800H did not show any substructure,a fine second phase
appears to be presentin Figs. 36c and d.
Similarly,grain boundarycavity formationdue to creep is seen in Figs.
37a and b for 12RN72 and CG-27. The cavitiesare not significantlydifferent
in size in the two alloys,and CG-27 shows some twinnedstructure.
Fracture surfacesof CRM-6D and XF-818 specimensfor the differentheats
are shown in Figs. 38a to d. No obviousdifferenceswere noted between the
differentlyheat treatedstructuresat 50X as well as at 200X and higher
magnifications. The higher ductilityof the lower strengthbraze-cycle
treatedalloys are evidentin extensivereductionin area seen in Figs. 38b
and d.
Specimen fracturesurfacesof the two high-strengthalloys HS-31 (cobalt-
base) and SA-F11 (iron-base)are shown in Figs. 39a and b, respectively. The
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high ductilityof HS-31 is readily contrastedwith the low ductilityof
SA-F11. Adjacent to the fracture,significantgrain boundarymovementshave
createdcavities in HS-31, as seen in Fig. 39a. At higher magnifications,for
both HS-31 and SA-F11, a significantnumber of creep voids are seen, Figs. 39c
and d, respectively;in the case of SA-Fll, however,the presenceof some
castingcavities is suspectedalong the dendriteorientation.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Nine iron-baseand one cobalt-basealloys were tested in air and 15 MPa
Ho for creep ruptureat 650° to 925°C. The rupture life (tr), minimum creep
r_te (_), and time to 1% creep strain (to 01) were analyzed using Orowan-
Sherby-_'orntemperature-compensatedanalys_s,and ruptureductilityand micro-
structureswere evaluated. The analysesindicate the following:
• At the IdOD1A engine operatingtemperatureof 870°C and
design stress level of 28 MPa for a 3500 h rupture life
in 15 MPa H^, tube alloys CG-27, N-155, and 19-9DL ade-
quatelymee_ the design stress criterion. In air,
N-155, and 19-9DL (in that order) met the design stress
requirementsand 15 FIPaH2 did not change the order.
In terms of elongationat rupture in 15 MPa Hp, N-155
is significantlybetter than 19-9DL,and CG-2T showed
the least ductility.
• At the MOD IA engine operatingtemperatureof 775°C for
cylindersand regeneratorhousing,and with 119 MPa
design stress level for a 3500-h rupture in 15 MPa H2,
the cast alloys HS-31 (US/AB,braze-cycled),CRM-6D
(Climax,aged), and SA-Fll (US/AB,braze-cycled)ade-
quatelymeet the design stress criterion,with XF-818
(Climax,as-cast) also satisfyingthe criterionbut
less adequately.
• The analysis of stress to reach 1% creep strain in
3500 h in 15 MPa H , however,indicatesa different
ranking in which H_-31 (US/AB,braze-cycled)has the
lowest value of 46.2 MPa while the top three alloys,
CRM-6D (Climax,aged), SA-F11 (US/AB,braze-cycled),
and XF-818 (Climax,cast) had values of 130, 126, and
105 MPa, respectively. Thus, in combinationwith the
high predictedstress for rupturein 3500 h, it appears
that CRM-6D (Climax,aged) and SA-F11 (US/AB,braze-
cycled)will be the best selections. However,when
rupture ductilityis taken into consideration,HS-31
(US/AB,braze-cycled)with 28% elongationis the high-
est and exceeds significantlyCRM-6D (Climax,aged)
which had 7.4%, and SA-F11 (US/AB,braze-cycled),which
had 6.3%. XF-818 (Climax,as-cast)with elongationat
10.7% and meeting the design stress criterionmay then
be considereda suitable candidateengine material.
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• Ductilitywas affectedby hydrogenenvironmentin both
wrought and cast alloys with reductionsfrom values in
air up to 70% noted in wrought alloys and 30% in the
- cast alloys (excludingthe braze-cycledalloys).
• No significanteffect of hydrogenon fracturemechanism
was noted. In wroughtalloys, the main fracture
mechanismwas dimple rupturewith fracture initiating
at multiple locations. In cast alloys, interdendritic
planar fracturesalong with transdendriticfracture
modes were noted with occasionaldimples noted in the
areas last to rupture.
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Alloys C Mn Si Cr Ni Co Mo W Nb Ti A1 B Fe Others
A-286a 0.05 1.40 0.40 15 26 - 1.25 - - 2.15 0.2 0.003 Bal 0.03 V
INCOLOY 0.08 0.8 0.5 21 32.5 .... 0.4 0.4 - Bal 0.4 Cu
Alloy 800Ha,b
N-155a 0.12 1.5 0.5 21 20 20 3.0 2.5 1.0c - - - Bal 0.15 N,
0.5 Cu max
19-9DLa 0.30 1.10 0.60 19 9.0 - 1.25 1.20 0.40 0.30 - - Bal -
12RN72d 0.1 1.8 0.4 19 25 - 1.4 - - 0.5 - 0.006 Bal 0.030 P,
0.015 S max
CG-27a 0.05 0.1 0.1 13 38 - 5.5 - 0.6 2.5 1.5 0.01 Bal
HS-31e 0.5 0.75 0.75 25.5 10.5 Bal - 7.5 .....
SA-FI1f 0.63 0.5 0.6 23.0 16.0 - - 12.0 - - - 0.4 Bal -
CRM-6Da 1.05 5.00 0.50 22 5.0 - 1.0 1.0 1.0 - - 0.003 Bal -
XF-B18g 0.21 0.29 0.34 18.3 18.0 - 7.32 - 0.43 - - 0.75 Ba] O.IU6 N,
0.007 P,
0.010 S
a1983 Materials& ProcessingDatabook,Metal Progress, Vol. 124, No. I, p. 64.
bINCOLOYAlloy 800H is a registeredtrademarkof HuntingtonAlloys, Inc. In all subsequenttables,
figures,and in the text, the alloy is identifiedeither fully or as 80OH.
cIncludestantalum.
dSandvikLectureNo. 56-10E,Paper presentedat the Mi Con 78 Symposium,Houston,Texas, April
1978, Steel ResearchCenter,Sandvik, Sandviken,Sweden.
eASM Metals Handbook,Vol. 3, 9th Ed., p. 268.
fCompositionsuppliedby NASA-LewisResearchLaboratory,Cleveland,Ohio.
gclimaxMolybdenumCo., ResearchLaboratory,Ann Arbor, Michigan.




Alloy Heat Treatment HRA (HV)_ Dia., um
A-286 Solutionannealed at 1149°C,b'c aged 51.9 (163) 108
at 7180C for 16 h and air cooled.
80OH Solutionannealed at 1149°Cb,c 40.0 (108) 64
N-155 Solutionannealed at 11770Cb,c 51.5 (161) 42
19-9DL Solution annealedat 1204°C-10minc 50.5 (156) 33
12RN72 Solutionannealed at 1150°C-15minc 39.7 (107) 56
CG-27 Solution annealedat 1150°C in vacuum 69.7 (378) 194
for 10 min, furnacecooled to room
temperature,aged at 790°C in vacuum
for 16 h, cooled to 650°C, held for
4 h, and furnacecooled.
HS-31d Simulativebrazing cycle heat treat- 61.0 (243) -
SA-F11d ment, 1 h at 11500C in 10-6 mm vacuum 62.1 (256) -
CRM-6Dd followedby furnacecooling 61.6 (249) -
XF-818d 52.1 (164) -
CRM-6De Aged at 650°C-100h 62.4 (260) -
XF-818e As-cast 50.5 (156) -
avicker'shardness number (HV) convertedfrom Rockwell hardnessA scale
(HRA).
bSolutionannealingtime 142 s/mm (i hr/in.) thicknessminimum.
CRapidly cooled from solutiontemperature.
dCast by United StirlingAB, Sweden. The molten alloy was fed in the mold
from one end. Simulativebraze cycle heat treatmentby NASA-LeRC,Cleve-
land, Ohio.
ecast by Climax MolybdenumCo., Ann Arbor, Michigan. The molten alloy was
fed in the mold from the side.
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TABLE3. HIGH-PRESSURE(15 MPa)HYDROGENCREEP-RUPTUREDATA
(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
Test Temp., Stress, tr' Min Cree_ tO.Ol' tter' El., R.A.,
No. Env. Allo__va °C MPa h Rate, s- h h % %
H83 HYD CRMb 785 395 9.8 7.11E-87 1.8 5.8 5.6 19.6
r H84 HYD CRM 785 385 15.7 4.86E-87 8.9 8.8 6.8 12.2
H85 HYD CRM 785 369 25.8 3.83E-87 4.8 7.8 17.6
H19 HYD CRM 768 228 386 3.18E-88 17.2 233 7.8 22.6
H86 HYD CRM 768 195 478+ 1.84E-88 65.8 358 3.1+ 2.1+
H88 HYD CRM 768 196 749 7.16E-89 99.8 579 7.4 37.2
H87 HYD CRM 815 162 II! 5.21E-88 16.5 78.8 8.1 58.3
H28 HYD CRM 815 168 238 1.94E-88 61.9 158 8.5 45.8
HI8 HYD CRM 815 151 842 4.48E-89 131 588 7.8 21.5
H89 HYD CRM 878 116 383+ 5.98E-89 7.5 1.6+
H13 HYD CRMc 768 252 3.7 5.21E-86 8.4 1.8 28.1 35.8
H14 HYD CRM 768 138 357 6.54E-88 27.8 158 14.8 43.3
HI8 HYD CRM 768 117 742 3.35E-88 75.8 388 21.1 55.6
HI5 HYD CRM 815 185 273 9.56E-88 12.5 148 27.3 58.4
HI6 HYD CRM 815 188 584 3.77E-88 43.5 148 28.8 39.3
H17 HYD CRM 815 87 1218 1.34E-88 125 338 24.7 39.2
H85 HYD XF8d 785 396 6.4 7.46E-87 1.2 2.2 5.8 11.9
H83 HYD XF8 785 395 15.8 6.8 6.2
H86 HYD XF8 768 216 182 5.44E-88 27.5 47.8 18.4 36.6
HI9 HYD XF8 768 218 167 7.86E-88 23.5 88.8 8.5 24.7
H19 HYD XF8 768 195 424 2.98E-88 44.4 150 18.7 23.9
H88 HYD XF8 768 166 1492+ 5.99E-89 198 758 6.6+ 11.4+
HSI HYD XF8 815 176 56.7 1.17E-87 7.8 41.8 18.3 38.6
H87 HYD XF8 815 133 275 4.88E-88 41.8 75.8 14.2 57.3
HI2 HYD XF8 815 131 288 5.51E-88 14.8 88.8 18.1 47.3
H28 HYD XF8 815 125 387 3.94E-88 288 11.8 47.8
HI8 HYD XF8 815 118 1891 8.78E-89 288 288 16.2 21.1
H89 HYD XF8 878 93.6 221 5.98E-88 38.8 15.4 47.2
HI3 H_'D XF8 C 768 192 258 6.32E-88 35.8 55.8 11.6 28.7
HI4 HYD XF8 768 185 325 5.72E-88 36.8 188 14.7 21.1
HI8 HYD XF8 768 158 1383 1.87E-88 98.6 628 12.9 22.6
HI5 HYD XF8 815 135 141 1.59E-87 18.2 47.8 19.7 48.6
HI6 HYD XF8 815 128 468 4.41E-88 25.8 147 19.8 34.7
HI7 HYD XF8 815 186 1882 1.46E-88 185 375 15.6 33.3
HI3 H'YD HS3c 768 242 193 2.84E-87 3.8 125 23.2 42.6
HI4 HYD H83 768 235 245 1.73E-87 2.6 165 28.1 51.8
(-" HI8 HYD HS3 768 228 895 3.82E-88 5.4 556 28.7 48.8
HI5 HYD HS3 815 188 289 1.13E-87 2.6 187 18.3 48.3
HI6 HYD HS3 815 165 551 3.71E-88 3.9 292 17.9 43.9
HI7 HYD HS3 815 157 588 3.87E-88 4.8 288 13.5 38.6
HI3 HYD SAF¢ 768 257 336 2.33E-88 62.8 158 6.1 8.4
HI4 HYD SAF 768 238 685 I.IIE-88 113 218 5.8 6.3
_ HI8 HYD _F 768 228 1823 7.57E-89 156 324 6.3 7.7
HI5 HYD SAF 815 188 198 3.63E-88 35.8 76.8 8.6 8.3
H16 HYO SAF 815 168 364 2.58E-88 61.8 127 7.8 12.8




(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Test Temp., Stress, tr' Min Cree_ tO.Ol' tter' El.,
No. Env. Alloy a °C MPa h Rate, s-." h h %
He4 HYD A28 785 446 8.5 1.58E-05 14.8
H83 HYD A28 785 365 15.8+ 7.76E-g8 2.5 2.0+
H85 HYD A28 785 359 26.4 1.32E-87 6.9 17.8 7.8
H82 HYD A28 768 254 45.5 1.31E-88 36.2 21.8 4.7
H86 HYD A28 768 168 437 4.68E-18 278 88.8 9.8
H88 HYD A28 768 131 1202 7.25E-18 578 138 8.1
HOI HYD A28 815 138 27.7 1.12E-89 17.8 12.5 7.9
H87 HYD A28 815 78.2 571+ 9.17E-89 195 58.8 2,7+
H28 HYD A28 815 78.8 533 1.46E-18 163 28.8 8.1
HI8 HYD A28 815 55.6 1331+ 1.95E-89 25.8 I188 4.8+
H89 HYD A28 878 24.7 383+ 1.17E-87 3.5 21.8+
H84 HYD IN8 785 238 3.8 8.88E-86 8.1 2.8 38.8
H83 HYD IN8 785 193 14.3 3.48E-86 8.2 9.4 32.8
H82 HYD IN8 768 124 24.8 1.76E-06 8.3 17.0 26.3
H19 HYD IN8 768 95.8 96.7 2.84E-87 9.5 57.5 13.8
H86 HYD IN8 768 78.8 478+ 6.84E-88 23.8 188 13.8+
H88 HYD IN8 768 74.9 1391 2.82E-88 54.8 752 29.1
He1 HYD IN8 815 187 2.7 1.22E-87 8.2 1.8 19.2
H87 HYD IN8 815 62.5 187 3.92E-87 8.5 21.4
H12 HYD IN8 815 68.7 248 1.27E-87 9.7 175 16.4
HI8 l-r1'o IN8 815 54.8 1331+ 2.31E-88 11.8 1888 16.3+
H89 HYD IN8 878 41.8 383+ 1.32E-87 18.8 22.8+
H84 HYD N15 785 319 11.2 1.19E-86 8.3 8.8 17.8
H85 l-h'D NI5 785 283 39.8 5.24E-87 8.7 17.8 24.8
H82 I-_'D NI5 768 193 38.4 9.28E-87 8.7 15.8 35.8
H86 HYD NI5 768 138 468 218 38.8
H88 HYD NI5 768 118 1193 1.18E-88 41.8 558 25.8
H81 HYD NI5 815 124 46.2+ 8.81E-87 1.4 29.8 24.8+
HI2 HYD N15 815 187 146 2.89E-87 4.7 38.8 35.3
H87 HYD NI5 815 97.8 349 8.15E-88 19.8 188 33.9
HI2 HYD NI5 815 89.1 573 3.15E-88 25.8 175 24.6
HI8 HYD NI5 815 88.8 1331+ 5.58E-89 388 588 6.1+
H84 l-r1'D 199 785 386 1.7 1.68E-86 8.8
H85 HYD 199 785 237 28.4 2.48E-87 4.7 8.8 15.8
H82 1-13_D 199 768 163 28.7 4.53E-87 1.6 2.8 28.5
H86 HYD 199 768 189 384 4.87E-88 29.4 125 9.3
H88 HYD 199 768 88.5 1195 4.71E-89 85.8 579 7.9
HSI HYD 199 815 93.4 32.1 2.89E-87 7.8 12.5 9.4
H87 HYD 199 815 72.7 342 3.13E-88 31.1 288 9.3
HI2 HYD 199 815 71.3 588 1.86E-88 58.8 248 9.8
H28 HYD 199 815 68.8 439 2.64E-88 92.5 229 11.7
HI8 HYD 199 815 57.8 1331+ 1.18E-89 1088 1888 2,9+
HI3 HYD 12R 768 97 458+ 7.8 358 3.8+
HI4 I-[_D 12R 768 98 247 1.14E-87 32.5 195 18.4
HI9 HYD 12R 768 85 456+ 2.64E-88 71.7 81.7 15.4+
H18 HYD 12R 768 75 891 1.75E-88 131 288 21.1
HI5 HYD 12R 815 68 358+ 5.26E-88 33.5 129 7.8+
HI6 HYD 12R 815 57 658 2.83E-88 184 67.6 24.7
HI7 HYD 12R 815 58 1323 8.82E-89 225 88.8 28.9
HI9 I-IYD CG2 768 275 277 3.96E-09 275 85.5 2.6
HI8 HYD CG2 768 258 599 135
HI3 HYD CG2 768 198 458+ 5.8 4.4+
H15 HYD CG2 815 198 189 2.59E-88 62.5 62.8 5.77
HI6 I-IYD CG2 815 165 313 2.23E-88 88.8 184 7.25
H28 HYD CG2 815 145 499 1.36E-88 71.6 475 3.8




aAlloy code: CRM= CRM-6Dcastings
XF8 = XF-818 castings
HS3 = HS31 castings
SAF = SA-FII castings
A28 = A-286





bAged (Climax Molybdenum Co.).
CBraze-cycled (United Stirling AB, Sweden).




IN AIR AND 15 MPa H2
No. of Q,
AIIox a Environment Data R2 In k n kJ/mol
Rupture Life (tr)__
CRM-6D Air 26 0.843 0.829 -9.12 461
15 MPaH2 8 0.962 -6.35 -13.3 720
XF-818 Air 14 0.991 -13.2 -7.52 505
15 MPaH2 10 0.894 -3.51 -7.93 436
Time to Reach 1% Creep Strain (to.01)__
CRM-6D Air 29 0.973 5.59 -10.6 468
15 MPa H2 9 0.938 3.48 -11.1 512
XF-818 Air 14 0.988 -20.8 -6.86 522
15 MPa H2 9 0.833 -10.1 -8.70 512
Minimum Creep Rate (am)_)
CRM-6D Air 28 0.947 -16.9 11.8 -551
15 MPa H2 9 0.948 -14.2 11.8 -574
XF-818 Air 14 0.990 6.85 7.47 -545
15 MPa H2 10 0.825 -4.51 7.55 -450
aAlloys cast by Climax MolybdenumCo., Ann Arbor, Michigan. CRM-6D and
XF-818 were tested in aged and as-castconditions,respectively.
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TABLE 5. STATISTICAL DATAONTEMPERATURE-COMPENSATEDNALYSIS
OF BRAZE-CYCLEDCASTALLOYSHS-31, SA-FII, CRM-6D,
AND XF-818 IN 15 MPa H2
No. of Q,
Alloy a Data R2 In k n kJ/mol
Rupture Life (tr)__
HS-31 6 0.769 -2.91 -10.2 551
SA-F11 6 0.972 -15.3 -6.85 508
CRM-6D 6 O.998 7.89 - 6.94 273
XF-818 6 0.993 -18.9 -8.43 591
Time to Reach 1% Creep Strain (tO 01)__
HS-31 6 0.710 -3.83 -4.54 256
SA-F11 6 0.942 -16.2 -7.06 510
CRM-6D 6 0.968 1.07 -6.90 309
XF-818 6 0.919 -26.1 -7.76 603
MinimumCreep Rate (a_)
HS-31 6 0.793 -15.1 12.6 -600
SA-F11 6 O.949 4.68 6.58 -505
CRM-6D 6 0.987 -21.6 6.76 -239
XF-818 6 0.991 14.8 9.74 -708
aAlloys cast and suppliedby United StirlingAB, Sweden.
Simulativebraze cycle heat treatmentwas given by NASA-LeRC,
Cleveland,Ohio.
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TABLE 6. STATISTICAL DATAONTEMPERATURE-COMPENSATEDANALYSISOF WROUGHT
ALLOYSA-286, INCOLOYALLOY80OH, N-155, 19-9DL, 12RN72, ANDCG-27
No. of Q,
Alloy Environment Data R2 In k n kJ/mol
RuptureLife (tr)__
A-286 Air 15 0.858 -38.4 -3.82 544
15 MPa H 6 0.800 -18.2 -4.81 4132
800H Air 23 0.941 -10.8 -6.79 406
15 MPa H 8 0.977 -20.7 -7.92 5302
N-155 Air 19 0.976 -13.9 -6.28 435
15 MPa H2 8 0.994 -13.1 -7.85 496
19-9DL Air 19 0.975 -17.6 -6.44 461
15 MPa H2 9 0.975 -18.5 -7.84 523
12RN72 15 MPa H2 4 0.990 -7.09 -6.49 359
CG-27 15 MPa H2 6 0.917 -14.9 -4.67 403
Time to Reach 1% Creep Strain (to 01)__
A-286 Air 12 0.946 -39.4 -3.54 535
15 MPa H2 8 0.620 -0.429 -3.67 199
800H Air 14 0.886 -17.0 -8.86 515
15 MPa H2 8 0.962 -29.5 -9.42 635
N-155 Air 17 0.988 -17.4 -7.04 467
15 MPa H2 9 0.957 -16.6 -9.59 573
19-9DL Air 16 0.955 -26.8 -7.38 559
15 MPa H2 9 0.897 -16.2 -7.51 473
12RN72 15 MPa H2 7 0.898 -24.0 -10.5 639
CG-27 15 MPa H2 4 0.985 70.7 -4.98 -367
MinimunCreep Rate (am)_)
A-286 Air 9 0.767 35.9 3.09 -613
15 MPa H2 7 0.916 -43.0 4.09 18.9
800H Air 22 0.849 -0.803 6.49 -384
15 MPa H2 8 0.981 -0.279 7.63 -428
N-155 Air 17 0.980 8.85 7.39 -527
15 MPa H2 9 0.979 15.1 9.83 -693
19-9DL Air 19 0.948 15.2 7.38 -573
15 MPa H2 10 0.941 11.8 8.12 -581
12RN72 15 MPa H2 6 0.858 4.45 9.41 -542
CG-27 15 MPa H2 5 0.951 25.8 3.31 -548
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TABLE 7. RANGE OF VALUES OF STRESS EXPONENT (n)
AND APPARENTACTIVATIONENERGY (Q)
n Q_ kJ/mol





CRM-6Db -9.12 -13.3 461 720
CRM-6Db -6.94 273





19-9DL -6.44 -7.84 461 523
N-155 -6.28 -7.85 435 496
800H -6.79 -7.92 406 530





CRM-6Db 11.8 11.8 -551 -574
CRM-6Da 6.76 -239





19-9DL 7.38 8.12 -573 -581
N-155 7.39 9.83 -527 -693
800H 7.63 6.49 -384 -428





TABLE 8. PREDICTED STRESSESFOR 3500-110UR RUPTJRE LIFE
IN AIR AND 15 FIPa HYDROGEN
Estimated Stress_ FIP,_ (ksi)
Temp., 90% Conf. Limits
Alloy Environment °C (°F) Mean Low High
A-286 Air 775 (1427) 63.4 (9.20) 48.3 83.2
870 (1600) i5.3 (2.36) 12.4 21.4
15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 78.4 (11.4) 5{3.;:_ 121
870 (1600) 34.6 (5.02) 22.4 53.4
800H Air 775 (1427) 58.5 (8.48) 52.4 65.3
870 (1600) 33.1 (4.80) 29.6 36.9
15 MPa H 775 (1427) 56.6 (8.21) 51.4 62.12 870 (1600) 29.9 (4.34) 27.2 32.8
N-155 Air 755 (1427) 84.6 (12.3) 78.0 91.L_
870 (1600) 43,7 (6.34) 40.3 47.4
15 FIPa H2 775 (1427) 93.7 (13.6) 90.2 97.4
870 (1600) 51.3 (7.44) 49.4 53.3
19-90L Air 775 (1427) 67.2 (9.75) 61.3 73.L_
870 (1600) 34.0 (4.93) 31.0 37.3
15 MPa H 775 (1427) 71.0 (10.3) 64.6 78.02
870 (1600) 37.6 (5.45) 34.2 41.3
12RN72 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 55.0 (7.98) 52.0 58.1
870 (1600) 32.4 (4.70) 30.7 34.2
CG-27 15 FIPa H2 775 (1427) 143 (20.7) 131 157
870 (1600) 62.9 (9.12) 57.3 68.9
CRI,I-6Da Air 775 (1472) 147 (21.3) 130 167
870 (1600) 91.1 (13.2) 80.5 103
CRII-6Da 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 164 (23.8) 154 174
870 (1600) 97.9 (14.2) 92.3 104
CRM-6Db 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 87.7 (12.7) 84.7 90.9
870 (1600) 60.3 (8.75) 58.2 62.5
XF-818 a Air 775 (1427) 130 (18.9) 124 136
870 (1600) 68.4 (9.92) 65.3 71.6
XF-818 a 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 126 (18.3) ii0 144
870 (1600) 74.5 (10.8) 64.9 85.4




Temp., 90% Conf. Limits
Alloy Environment °C (°F) Mean Low High
HS-31b 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 169 (24.5) 156 183
870 (1600) 101 (14.6) 93.0 109
SA-F11b 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 160 (23.2) 154 167
870 (1600) 79.1 (11.5) 75.8 82.5
aclimaxMolybdenumCo.; castings,CRM-6D (aged),XF-818 (as-cast).
bunitedStirlingAB, Sweden; castings,braze-cycletreated.
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TABLE 9. PREDICTEDSTRESSTO 1 PERCENTCREEPIN 3500 HOURS
IN AIR AND 15 MPa Hz
Estimated Stress_ MPa (ksi)
Temp., 90_ Conf. Limits
Alloy Environment °C (°F) Mean Low High
A-286 Air 775 (1427) 49.8 (7.22) 41.2 60.1
870 (1600) 11.8 (1.71) 9.74 14.2
15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 48.4 (7.02) 22.9 102
870 (1600) 28.8 (4.18) 13.7 60.9
800H Air 775 (1427) 46.4 (6.73) 40.8 52.7
870 (1600) 26.6 (3.86) 23.4 30.3
15 MPa Hz 775 (1427) 37.7 (5.47) 31.9 44.5
870 (1600) 21.9 (3.18) 18.5 25.9
N-155 Air 775 (1427) 53.7 (7.79) 50.7 56.9
870 (1600) 28.5 (4.13) 26.9 30.2
15 MPa Hz 775 (1427) 71.5 (10.4) 64.1 79.7870 (1600) 40.5 (5.87) 36.3 45.1
19-9DL Air 775 (1427) 52.6 (7.63) 46.7 59.5
870 (1600) 25.5 (3.70) 22.6 28.9
15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 54.0 (7.83) 45.2 64.5
870 (1600) 29.6 (4.29) 24.8 35.4
12RN72 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 50.7 (7.35) 46.5 55.3
870 (1600) 28.4 (4.12) 26.0 31.0
CG-27 a 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 60.1 (8.72) 48.6 74.4
870 (1600) 121 (17.6) 98.1 150
CRM-6Db Air 775 (1427) 127 (18.4) 121 134
870 (1600) 83.4 (12.1) 79.2 87.7
CRM-6Db 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 130 (18.9) 118 143
870 (1600) 83.7 (12.1) 76.2 91.9
CRM-6Dc 15 MPa Hz 775 (1427) 61.5 (8.92) 53.0 71.3
870 (1600) 40.1 (5.82) 34.6 46.5
XF-818 b Air 775 (1427) 90.8 (13.2) 85.6 96.3
870 (1600) 43.9 (6.37) 41.4 46.6
XF-818 b 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 105 (15.2) 88.9 123870 (1600) 59.7 (8.66) 50.7 70.3
XF-818 c 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 90.0 (13.1) 82.5 98.1
870 (1600) 42.9 (6.22) 39.3 46.8
HS-31 c 15 MPa Hz 775 (1427) 46.2 (6.70) 42.0 50.7
870 (1600) 27.0 (3.92) 24.5 29.6
SA-FII c 15 MPa H2 775 (1427) 126 (18.3) 119 134870 (1600) 63.5 (7.97) 59.7 67.4
aCG-27 data revealed an apparent anomaly, mentioned earlier.
bClimax Molybdenum Co.; castings, CRM-6D (aged), XF-818 (as-cast).
CUnited Stirling AB, Sweden; castings, braze-cycle treated.
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TABLE 10. ELONGATIONDATA
Temp., Stress Range, ElongationRange,
Environment °C MPa %
Alloy A-286
Air 650 441, 483 8.4, 11.4
Air 705 179-379 3.4-21.0
15 MPa H2 705 359, 446 7.0, 14.0
Air 760 124-345 8.7-26.3
15 MPa H2 760 131-254 4.7-9.8
Air 815 55-138 10.7-44.6
15 MPa H2 815 70, 138 12.5, 20.0
Air 870 21-55 29.8-87.2
15 MPa H2 870 24.7 21.0 a
Air 925 17-28 38.7-58.4
INCOLOYAllo_ 800H
Air 650 207-276 15.0-32.2
Air 705 110-186 19.6-36.8
15 MPa H2 705 193-230 2.0-9.4
Air 760 70-152 28.1-53.0
15 MPa H2 760 74.9-124 13.8-29.1
Air 815 45-110 18.1-59.6
15 MPa H2 815 54.8-62.5 16.3a-21.4
Air 870 26-76 15.9-32.2
15 MPaH2 870 41.0 22.8 a
Air 925 31-48 19.7-24.0
N-155
- Air 650 276-414 19.9-26.2
Air 705 159-276 28.3-46.0
15 MPa H2 705 283, 319 17.0, 24.0
Air 760 97-241 18.0-51.5
15 MPa H2 760 118-193 25.8-35.0
Air 815 63-165 12.1-58.3
15 MPa H2 815 80-124 6.1a-35.3
Air 870 47-110 26.3-65.0
Air 925 41-69 27.7-43.4
19-9DL
Air 650 276-414 10.1-18.8
_- Air 705 131-276 12.1-24.2
15 MPa H2 705 237, 306 8.0, 15.0
Air 760 86-193 12.1-37.4
15 MPa H2 760 88.5-163 7.9-28.5
Air 815 59-138 10.1-44.8
15 MPa H2 815 68-93.4 9.0-11.7




Temp., Stress Range, ElongationRange,
Environment °C MPa %
12RN72
15 MPa H2 760 75, 90 18.4, 21.1
15 MPa H2 815 50, 57 20.9, 24.7
CG-27
15 MPa H2 760 275 2.6
15 MPa H2 815 140-190 6.5-7.3
CRM-6Db
Air 650 379, 393 4.2, 5.6
Ai r 705 276-345 7.8-8.4
15 MPa Hz 705 369-395 5.6-7.8
Air 760 193-290 7.7-10.7
15 MPa H2 760 196, 220 7.0, 7.4
Air 815 131-241 4.6-13.9
15 Mpa Hz 815 151-162 7.0-8.5
Air 870 97-172 2.8-21.7
15 MPa Hz 870 116 1.6 a
Air 925 90-117 5.5-12.5
CRM-6Dc
15 MPa H2 760 117-252 14.8-21.1
15 MPa H2 815 87-105 20.8-27.3
XF-818b
Air 650 393, 414 7.5, 8.0
Air 705 283-414 6.7-10.1
15 MPa H2 705 395, 396 5.0, 6.0
Air 760 207-331 8.2-13.6
15 MPa H 760 195-216 8.5-10.72Air 815 103-241 14.1-23.8
15 MPa Hz 815 118-176 10.1-16.2
Air 870 63-172 12.9-20.6
15 HPa H2 870 93.6 15.4Air 925 55-103 18.4-25.2
XF-818c
15 MPa H 760 158-192 11.6-14.7
15 MPa Hz 815 106-135 15.6-19.72
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TABLE 10 (cont.)
Temp., Stress Range, ElongationRange,
Environment °C FIPa %
HS-31c
15 MPa H2 760 220-242 20.7-28.1
-_ 15 MPaH2 815 157-180 13.5-18.3
SA-F11c
15 MPa H2 760 220-257 5.0-6.3
15 MPa H2 815 145-180 7.0-8.6
aTests discontinuedwithout failure.
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Figure i. Creep-rupturespecimendesign. (a)Wrought (sheet),(b) cast.
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Figure 2. Microstructures of wrought alloys. (a) A-286, (b) 800H, (c) N-155,
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SEM No. 5486 SEM No. 5488
(a) CRM-6D (Climax), aged (b) CRM-6D (Climax), aged
f
]nr 'ibO _::I_? I0 :;_m
SEM No. 5489 SEM No. 5491
(c) XF-818 (Climax), as-cast (d) XF-818 (Climax), as-cast
Figure 3. Microstructures of cast alloys. (a-d) Climax heat, side gating,




Neg. No. 54966 Neg. No. 45968
(e) XF-818 (USiAB), braze-cycled (t:) CRM-6D (US/AB), braze-cycled
Neg. No. 54961 Neg. No. 54970





Neg. No. 54967 Neg. No. 54£6£
(i) XF-818 (US/AB), braze-cycled (j) CRM-6D (US/AB), braze-cycled
F
@
Neg. No. 54962 Neg. No. 54971
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Figure 4. High-pressure multispecimen test facility for creep-rupture
evaluation of materials in controlled environments.
2OO
4 Stress, Rupture
Heat/Heat Treatment MPa Life, h
1 Climax, as-cast 210 167 6
2 Climax, as-cast 216 182
3 US/AB, braze-cycled 198 258
|_ -- 4 US/AB, braze-cycled 185 325 4
5 Climax, as-cast 195 424
--10% 2 3 5 6 US/AB, braze-cycled 158 1303
•- 7 Climax, as-cast 166 1492 a E
m E
I
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Figure 5. Creep elongation curves for two heats of XF-818 (Climax and US/AB)
tested in 15 MPa H2 at 760°C.
200
Ai r (dotted) Rupture 15 MPa Hz (sol id) Rupture
Stress, MPa o Li fe, h Stress, MPa Li fe, h
1 345 2.3 6 210 167
2 262 38.4 7 216 182
3 221 132 8 195 424
• 4 207 262 9 166 1492a 4ISO 5 152 2497
aD· . d without failure.. 10% Iscontlnuec:
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Figure 6. Creep elongation curves for XF-8l8 (Climax, as-cast) tested in air
and 15 MPa H2 at 760°C.
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Figure 7. Creep elongation curves for SA-FII (US/AB, braze-cycled) tested in 15 MPa H2.
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Figure 8. Creep elongation curves for CG-27 tested in 15 MPa H2 at 815°C.
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Alloy ......°c MPa Life, h " ]2 - 6/ 4
2 12RN72 815 57 650 /
3 CG-27 760 250 599 - /
B 4 12RN72 760 75 891
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Figure 9. Creep elongation curves for 12RN72 and CG-27 tested in 15 MPa H2.
Stress, Rupture
- 6
Alloy MPa Life, h
I HS-31 242 193
2 XF-818 185 325
3 CRM-6D 130 357
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Figure i0. Creep elongation curves for HS-31, XF-818, CR_-6D, and SA-FII (US/AB, braze-cycled)
tested in a single test (HI4) in 15 _Pa II2 at 760°C.
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Figure ii. Temperature-compensated rupture life vs. stress for Climax CRM-6D (aged)
and XF-818 (as-cast) tested in 15 MPa H2 and air.
54 CRM-6D (15 MPa H2)
5O
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Figure 12. Temperature-compensated minimum creep rate vs. stress for Climax CRM-6D (aged) and
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Figure 13. Temperature-compensated rupture life vs. stress for United Stifling AB braze-cycled
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Figure 14. Temperature-compensated minimum creep rate vs. stress for United Stirling AB
braze-cycled HS-31, SA-FII, CRM-6D, and XF-818 tested in 15 MPa H2.
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Figure 15. Temperature-compensated rupture life vs. stress for A-286, 80OH, 19-9DL,
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Figure 16. Temperature-compensated minimum creep rate vs. stress for A-286, 80OH, 19-9DL, N-155,
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Figure 17. Temperature-compensated time to i_ creep strain vs. strain for Climax CRM-_n
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Figure 18. Temperature-compensated tir_eto 1% creep strain vs. strain for United Stirling
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Figure 19. Temperature-compensated time to 1% creep strain vs. strain for A-286, 80OH,
19-9DL, N-155, 12RN72, and CG-27 tested in 15 MPa H2.
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Figure 20. Estimated 3500-h rupture stress for tube alloys tested
at 870°C in air and 15 MPa hydrogen.
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Figure 21. Estimated 3500-h rupture stress for cast alloys tested
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Figure 22. Estimated 3500-h rupture stress of six tube alloys
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Figure 23. Estimated 3500-h rupture stress of United Stifling AB
braze-cycled cast alloys as a function of temperature, tested
in 15 MPa hydrogen.
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Figure 24. Estimated 3500-h rupture stress of Climax cast
alloys as a function of temperature, tested in 15 MPa
hydrogen.
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Temp.) °c 815 760 705 705 760 Temp., °c 815 705 705 705 760
Stress, MPa 93.4 163 306 237 109 Stress, MPa 176 395 440 396 216
Elong., % 9.4 28.5 8.0 15.0 9.3 Elong, % 10.3 6.0 8.4 5.0 10.4
R. A., % 30.6 6.2 9.0 11.9 36.6
53768
25 mm 25 mmNeg. No. Neg. No. 53769
(a) (b)
Figure 25. Appearance of fractured wrought and cast alloy specimens tested in 15 MPa hydrogen.
(a) 19-9DL, (b) XF-B1B (Climax, as-cast).
0'>
co
Alloy A-286 800H N-155 19-9DL CRM-6D XF-818 Alloy A-286 800H N-155 19-9DL CRM-6D XF-818
(Cl imax, (Cl imax, (C 1 i max, (C 1imax,
2.7+
aged) as -cas t) aged) a~-cas t:
Elong. , % 21.4 33.9 9.3 8. 1 14.2 Elong, % 8.14 29. 1 25.8 7.86 7.38 6.62
Stress, MPa 70.2 62.5 97.0 72.7 162 133 Stress, MPa 131 74.9 118 88.5 196 166
Neg. No. 54087 25 mm 54088 25 mmNeg. No.(i'l) (b)
Figure 26. Appearance of fractured wrought and cast alloy specimens tested in 15 MFa hydrogen. (a) B15°C,
A-2B6 specimen did not fail; (b) 760°C, XF-B]B (Climax, as-cast) specimen did not fail.
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Figure 27. Appearance of fractured wrought and cast alloy specimens tested in 15 MPa hydrogen.
(a) B15°C, (b) 760°C)
SEM No. 8375A
Ca)
SEM No. 8377B SEM No. 8375B
(b) (c)
Figure 28. SEM microfractographs of A-286 tested in 15 MPa H2 at 705°C.
(a) Intergranular fracture; (b) ductile dimple fracture near the surface;
(c) intergranular fracture with second phases on grain surfaces.
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_- Figure 29. SEM microfractographs of wrought alloys tested in 15 MPa H2.
(a) 800H, 760°C; (b) N-155, 760°C; (c) 19-9DL, 705°C. Extensive






Figure 30. SEM microfractographs of 12RN72 tested in 25 MPa
H2 at 760°C. (a)Dimple rupture; (b)decohesive separation
of grains in an adjoining area; (c) details of dimples;











Figure 31. SEM microfractographs of CG-27 tested in 15 MPa
H2 at 815°C. (a) Quasi-cleavage type fracture, (b) very




SEM No. 5356 SEM No. 1255
(a) Climax (aged),705°C, stress (b) US/AB (braze-cycled), 760°C, stress
395 MPa. 255 MPa.
SEM No. 1259
(c) US/AB (braze-cycled), 815°C, stress 105 MPa.
Figure 32. SEM macro- and microfractographs of CRM-6D tested in 15 MPa H2.
Rough interdendritic and transdendritic fracture topographies are
observed.
75r.
SEM No. 8357 SEM No. 1259
(d) Climax (aged), 705°C, stress (e) US/AB (braze-cycled), 760°C, stress 255 MPa.
395 MPa
SEM No. 126]
(f) US/AB (braze-cycled), 815°C, stress 105 MPa.
Figure 32 (cont.)
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SEM No. $352 SEM No. 1284
.... (a) Climax (as-cast), stress 216 MPao (b) US/AB (braze-cycled), stress 185 MPa.
50
SEM No. 8355 SEM No. 1286
(c) Climax (as-cast), stress 216 MPa. (d) US/AB (braze-cycled), stress 185 MPa.
_ Figure 33. SEM macro- and microfractographs of XF-818 tested in 15 MPa H2 at







Figure 34. SEM macro- and microfractographs of HS-31 (US/AB,
braze-cycled), tested in 15 MPa H2 at 760°C, 245 MPa (a,c);













Figure 35. SEM macro- and microfractographs of SA-FII (US/AB,
braze-cycled), tested in 15 MPa H2 at 760°C, 230 MPa (a,c,d);















(b) 80OH, 815°C, 62.5 MPa, elong. 21.4%
Figure 36. Photomicrographs of cross-sections of wrought
alloys tested in 15 MPa H2. Creep cavities and cracks





(c) N-155, 815°C, 97.0 MPa, elong. 33.9%
Neg. No. 55523




(a) 12RN72, 815°C, 57 MPa, elong. 24.7%
Neg. No.55505
(b) CG-27, 815°C, 190 MPa, elong. 5.8%
Figure 37. Photomicrographs of cross-sections of wrought alloys
tested in 15 MPa H2 at 815°C showing resultant creep cavities
between grains. (a) 12RN72, (b) CG-27.
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Neg. No. 55528
(a) CRM-6D (Climax, aged), 815°C, 151 MPa,
elong. 7.0%
Neg. No. 55503
(b) CRM-6D (US/AB, braze-cycled), 815°C,
105 MPa, elong. 27.3%
Figure 38. Photomicrographs of cross-sections of cast alloys tested in 15 MPa H2 at 815°C.
Cast structures show li ttle evidence of creep cavi ty development. Stress axis is vertical.
) ) ) ) ) )
Neg. No. 55532
(c) XF-818 (Cl imax, as-cast), 875°C,
118 MPa, e long. 16.2%
)
Neg. No. 55509
(d) XF-818 (US/AB, braze-cycled), 815°C,





(a) HS-31 (US/AB, braze-cycled), 760°C,
242 MPa, elong. 23.2%
Neg. No. 55495
(b) SA-F11 (US/AB, braze-cycled), 760°C, 230 MPa,
elong. 5.0%
Figure 39. Photomicrographs of cross-sections of cast alloys tested in 15 MPa H2 at 760°C.(aJ Significant cavities near fracture indicative of high rupture elongation; (b) very
little cavity, indicating low ductility; (c,d) high magnifications reveal fine cavities.
Stress axis is vertical.
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
Neg. No. 55492
(c) HS-31 (US/AB, braze-cycled), 760°C,




(d) SA-F11 (US/AB, braze··cycled), 815°C,
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